Limited Submission: NSF Sustainability Research Networks Competition (SRN)
Penn State may submit a maximum of three preliminary proposals as the lead institution. Full proposals are to be submitted only when invited by NSF. See Penn State’s Limited Submission Program.
Limit is 3 pre-proposals: December 1, 2011
Full by invitation only: April 1, 2012

Interested in submitting a proposal?
PSIEE is hosting an informational meeting next Tuesday August 30, 2011 from 10:30 to 11:30 am, in the Land and Water Research Building Large Conference room. Anyone interested in submitting a proposal is welcome to attend. Please reply to Sandy Maitland at slm30@psu.edu.

About SRN
Sustainability Research Networks will engage and explore fundamental theoretical issues and empirical questions in sustainability science, engineering, and education that will increase our understanding of the ultimate sustainability challenge - maintaining and improving the quality of life for the nation within a healthy Earth system. The goal of the Sustainability Research Networks (SRN) competition is to support the development and coalescence of entities to advance collaborative research that addresses questions and challenges in sustainability science, engineering, and education. SRNs will link scientists, engineers, and educators, at existing institutions, centers, networks, and also develop new research efforts and collaborations.

UNSUBSCRIBE
If you do not wish to receive messages from this listserv you can unsubscribe by simply sending an e-mail to L-PSIEE-unsubscribe-request@lists.psu.edu - no subject or message text is required.

NEW SUBSCRIBERS
If you know of others that may be interested in joining this listserv, they can join by sending an e-mail to: L-PSIEE-subscribe-request@lists.psu.edu - no subject or message text is required. The system picks up the name and address from the e-mail headers.
We welcome your input!
In order to make this listserv useful for our subscribers, we appreciate your feedback! Please send your comments/suggestions to Patricia Craig at plc103@psu.edu. Please use “PSIEE listserv” in the subject line. If you have information that you would like us to distribute please send that as well. Thanks!

Thank you for your continued interest in the Penn State Institutes of Energy and the Environment!

Best regards,
Patricia Craig